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THE IDENTITY OF WEAK AND STRONG
EXTENSIONS OF PSEUDO-DIFFERENTIAL

OPERATORS1

FERNANDO CARDOSO

Abstract. In this paper we consider first order Kohn and

Nirenberg pseudo-differential operators, define their weak and

strong Li extensions and prove, by standard mollifiers and Fourier

transform techniques, the identity between them.

In this article we shall consider operators of the form

(1) L = Ê AiDi,
i

where A¡ = a¡(x; D) is a pseudo-differential operator of order zero

and Di=-{-iyi2d/dx*.

We denote by S the space of C°° complex (scalar, vector or matrix)

valued functions u(x), x = (x1, • • • , x"), defined in Rn which together

with all their derivatives die down faster than any power of | x | at

infinity.

A i maps S continuously into S and is defined by

AjU(x) = J e**tai(x;t)u(C)dC,

where

û(£) = — I e~"%(x) dx

is the Fourier transform of u(x). Here u(x) — {ui, • • • , «*} and as

usual £ = (£i, - • • , £„), (x • ¿) = E x'h and dx=dx1 ■ ■ • dxn, ¿£

=d£i • • • ¿£„. We make also use of the familiar notation

J> = (J>!, • • • , Dn), J>=J>ïi • • • Dn« for m = (Mi> • • • , M») a multi-

index with the Pi integers iïO. We assume that the symbol a,(x; £)
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of A¡ is a C°° k Xk matrix, homogeneous of degree zero in £ for | £| ^ 1

and independent of x for |x| large:

aj(x; Ö = a/« ; £) + aj(x; Q

where a°(x; £) has bounded x support and as a function of x belongs

to S uniformly in £, i.e. for any integer p,

,    u o , const
(2) 0<*j(*;Ö   ^

(1 + | x|2)*

In fact, in [2] it is also assumed that the same is true for all deriva-

tives in £.

A formal adjoint L<-*) of L can be formed with the aid of the "local"

adjoint L(*>= Zî-0*4^ defined on S so that (Lwv, «) = (», Lu)

holds for all v and u in S; ( , ) is the inner product in L2iRn), the

corresponding norm being denoted by || ||. As remarked in [2], A^

is the "reversed operator" AjCR given by

TCR   ... . i    -<*•{   TC. .     .   .    ,
Uy     »)   (Ö = j  e      «y  («Î 9 »0*0 ax

where a^ (x; ¿) is the conjugate transpose of a¡(x; %). We shall intro-

duce the notions of weak and strong extensions of L (weak and strong

solutions of Lu =/) which will be denoted throughout this paper by

7 and 7, respectively.

Definition 1. Let/ be a square integrable function, i.e.fEL2(Rn) ;

the square integrable function ü is said to be a weak solution of

Lu =/if (Lwv, u) = (v,f) holds for all v in S.

Definition 2. Let ü and/ be square integrable functions; ü is said

to be a strong solution of Lu =f if there exists a sequence (m3) in S

such that

||«y — m|| + \\Luj — /|| —»0    as/—> oo.

That a strong solution of Lu =f is also a weak one follows easily

from the definitions.

To prove the converse we need two lemmas but first we introduce

a class of smoothing operators called "mollifiers." Choose j(x) in S

such that its Fourier transform

m = i if |*| ái,
= 0   if U|  £2.

Define/e(x) in such a way that
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The mollifier Jt is then defined as convolution with.7'e:

Jtu = jt*u =  I jt(z)u(x — z) dz.

Lemma 1. The commutator [J(, L] is an operator of order zero, i.e. it

maps L2(Rn) continuously into L2(Rn). Also || [je, L][\\ gC, where C is a

constant independent of e.

Proof. We can write

[/., L] = Ê [/., AiDi] = ¿ [/., Ai}D¡;
i i

therefore we need just prove the lemma for [jt, A,]Di. For any vE§>,

[lt, AiJDjV = JfAjDjV — AjJ€DiV = jt*AjDiv — A}(jt*Dp).

From this it follows by taking Fourier transforms

([jt,Ai]Divy(Q =î(k)(A3Div)-(Q - (Ai(jt*Div))~(£)

= JWxl - v,v)vs(3ÁiU -Mv))Kv) art = i«(l).

We have to estimate the J2-norm of ge(£) in terms of the J2-norm of

ti(ri). By the Holmgren theorem, it suffices to show that the integrals

with respect to £ and r¡ of the kernel

(3) | (4r(É-i;v)IMlMâ -Uv)\
are bounded by constants independent of r\ and £. Because of the fact

that a°(x; £)G§ uniformly in £, we observe first that for any positive

integer p

o | const
(au " (í — y ; v)\ g -¡-¡- •

13 '       (1 + \Ç-v\2)p+ï

On the other hand,

CMÖ -jÁv)h = ü.(Ö - vUv) - ft - *)J.ft).

Since £• (d/d£)jt(t;) is bounded by a constant independent of £ so is

—-€/.(e =i.(ö + «-—/.ft)

and from the mean-value theorem we obtain
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(4)        I (/.(Ö - Mv))vj |  è  | (J.(Q - J.(l))* I  = const | * - r, |

g const (1 + |f- îjI2).

Therefore with £ large, we establish immediately the desired estimate

for the integral of (3) with respect to either £ or 17. Since these integrals

are clearly bounded by constants independent also of e,

||[7e,7],|| gey

holds for all z;(ES, where C is a constant independent of e. Because S

is dense in L2(Rn), we finally have

||[7(,7]«|| èC\\u\\

for all uELiiRn). This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. For every u in the domain of L

\\[jt, L]u\\ —> 0    ase—> 0.

Proof. Suppose vECÔiRn) (the space of C°° functions which have

compact support). We may write

\i[Jt,AJDj]vyiQ\  = |g.(ö|

= \j ia°,ViS - r,ri)(m -Uri))vAv) dv

Ú const ej I (£ - r,)(a°y (£ - 9; q) | | (7^0?) | dV

since |/,(*)-/«(i7)| = |/(e£) -J(et})\ âconst e|£-J7|. But

I (I - «7)(ay)(l - V,v) I  ^ Cp(l + I f - 1,1V

for any £, uniformly in 17. Thus, since kGC^T!71),

||ge|| ^ const e||7>/i'||

which implies that

||i,||-»0    ase->0.

By Parseval's relation, also,

|| [7„ AjD^m -> 0    as e -* 0

and consequently

||[/.,L]«||-»0    ase-^0.

Using Lemma 1 and the fact that CÔ(Rn) is dense in L2iRn), we easily
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verify that \\[J„ J]m||—»0 as e—K) for all  u in the domain of L.

Q.E.D.
From Lemma 2 and the fact that [l]

(5) || J«m - «|| -> 0    as e -> 0

for all uEL2(Rn) we finally conclude that

Theorem 1. L = L.

Proof. Assume that Lü =/, that is « is a weak solution of Lu =/.

Set Ui = Jtjü, «,—»0 as j—*«>. By (5),

My — M    —» 0     as j —> oo

and since ||Lwy—/|| =||LJej.M—/|| g||LJe>« — Jtj.Jw|| +||Je/—/||—»0 as

j—* », m is also a strong solution.

Remark. One readily verifies that the special form (1) of the

operator L plays no role in the proof of Lemmas 1 and 2. We might

as well have considered an operator J of the form L = A+B where A

and B are pseudo-differential operators of order one and zero, respec-

tively, applicable to vector valued functions u = («i, • • • , Uk) defined

in some Euclidean space.
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